Host Bishop says:
The USS Nighthawk, along with the rest of Alpha Squadron are currently holding position a few hundred meters away from the FSS Aries

Host Bishop says:
The CTO and FCO have returned to the Nighthawk and Commodore Biship has agreed to meet with Vice Admiral Jockey aboard the USS Agamemnon.  Faction Engineers are currently working with the CEO to integrate a transphase device with the current Nighthawk Systems. The CTO is keeping an eye on the team as they do their work.  
 
Host Bishop says:
Admiral Jockey has invited the Crew of the Nighthawk to make use of the Agamemnon’s recreational facilities and he asks for Captain Cerdan to attend his meeting with Commodore Biship

Host Bishop says:
=/\= =/\= Start Nighthawk Mission #28, New Allies? =/\ =/\=

XO_Sheridan says:
::in the TL heading to the bridge from the mess hall::

OPS_Anderson says:
::on Deck 2 in his quarters::

CMO_Tekla says:
::reading reports in sickbay::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Finishing up some reports at her post on the bridge::

TO_Mistral says:
::heads to the bridge carrying a big cup of coffee::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::On bridge preparing for away mission::

XO_Sheridan says:
Self:: Rush, rush, rush. That's all I seem to do these days.

OPS_Anderson says:
::gets his son ready and they walk to together to the Transporter Room::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Loads last of data to Padd::

XO_Sheridan says:
::exits onto the bridge::

TO_Mistral says:
Self:I think i shouldn’t have had that star drifter

TO_Mistral says:
::gulps down last of coffee and puts it away::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Hello Cmdr.

OPS_Anderson says:
::enters the Transporter Room with his son::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
@::looking at his Chronometer wondering where that blasted Cerdan is::

XO_Sheridan says:
::sees the Captain:: CO: Hello sir, nice to see you feeling better.

TO_Mistral says:
::enters bridge::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Finishes the report she has been working on for the last hour::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Thank you Cmdr.

CMO_Tekla says:
::reads report on XO Sheridan:: Self: well I’ll be!!   its Serena's birthday today...........

OPS_Anderson says:
::steps on to the TR padd with his son and awaits::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: LtCmdr Anderson and his Son beam over to the Agamemnon

XO_Sheridan says:
::walks to her chair::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: I'm over due to meet with the Admiral, will you be beaming over as well?

OPS_Anderson says:
@::arrives at one of the Agamemnon's TR's::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Stands and prepares to leave::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: If it meets with your approval Captain...

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
@::nods curtly at the LtCmdr in the gold collar as he leaves the room::

CMO_Tekla says:
::Goes to quarters to get ready to beam over to the Agamemnon::


Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: Yes, I'm sure you could use a break:: Turn the bridge over to beta shift and get going

OPS_Anderson says:
@::nods slightly to the Admiral in acknowledgement as he and his son leave the room::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: Permission to head over to the Agamemnon sir

XO_Sheridan says:
::motions to Ens. Timp to come over to her::

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Thank you Captain

Host CO_Cerdan says:
CSO: Yes Lt. enjoy yourself

CMO_Tekla says:
::walks to TR1::

OPS_Anderson says:
@::his son runs off to go and play with some of the other kids that are aboard...while Chris heads for a holodeck::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Heads to the lift::

CSO_Matisse says:
CO: Thank you sir ::Heads to the transporter room::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Turns and stands silent as others enter::

XO_Sheridan says:
Ens. Timp: Ensign the Captain and myself will be off ship for a while, you have the bridge. Take good care of our little lady will you?

CSO_Matisse says:
::After making her way to her quarters to pick up some stuff, makes her way to the Transporter room::

OPS_Anderson says:
@::arrives at a holodeck and sees that is not being used:: Computer: Activate Borg training program, highest level

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
@::taps his comm badge in annoyance::*CO*:Are you coming Captain Cerdan?

Host CO_Cerdan says:
*ADM*: On my way Admiral

TO_Mistral says:
CO: Permission to beam over to Agamemnon

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
<Ens_Timp>: XO: Aye Ma'am ::takes the CO's chair and looks like she is getting comfy::

CSO_Matisse says:
::Arrives and gets on the transporter padd, and waits::

XO_Sheridan says:
::stands and walks to the turbo lift::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
TO: Yes Ensign

XO_Sheridan says:
Computer: TR1.

OPS_Anderson says:
@::the computer beeps in acknowledgement as Chris enters he is given a standard rifle and is aboard a Borg cube ship::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::TL:: Deck 4

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: The CSO beams over to the Agamemnon

XO_Sheridan says:
Computer: Halt on deck 3.

FCO-Exeter says:
::heads for the bridge, to take his station::

XO_Sheridan says:
::exits the TL and runs to her quarters for a moment::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
@::sees a Female Lt in a blue collar materialize and nods, looking annoyed:: 

TO_Mistral says:
::stops by quarters gathers up some PADD's and stuffs them into a bag full of other stuff, and heads to trans pad::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Steps up onto pad:: Crewman: Energize

CSO_Matisse says:
@::Nods to the Vice Admiral and continues on to the ship::

OPS_Anderson says:
@::looks at himself:: Computer: Add K-bar knife to my armament

CMO_Tekla says:
::arrives at TR1 just as the Captain beams out::

TO_Mistral says:
::arrives at TR1::

OPS_Anderson says:
@::suddenly the computer displays a K-bar knife to his belt::

XO_Sheridan says:
::heads back to the TL and enters:: Computer, resume

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: The CO Beams over to the Agamemnon

FCO-Exeter says:
@::enters the bridge and looks at Timp and smirks::

CSO_Matisse says:
@::Makes her way to the 0 gravity gym::

CMO_Tekla says:
@::Stands on pad:: Crewman: ready.......

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: The TO and CMO beam over to the Agamemnon

XO_Sheridan says:
::enters the TR::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
@::Materializes in front of the Admiral::

CSO_Matisse says:
@::Gets to the gym and gets lost in her workout::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
@CO: Thank you for Finally arriving Captain ::looks slightly miffed:: Crewman: prepare to beam Commodore Biship over

XO_Sheridan says:
::steps onto the pad:: TC: Energize!

TO_Mistral says:
@CMO:: What are you planning to do?

FCO-Exeter says:
@Timp: Where is the captain and the rest of the senior crew, and i believe i ordered you back to the academy?

TO_Mistral says:
@:gets off pad::

CMO_Tekla says:
@::arrives on the Agamemnon and heads strait to the nearest zero gravity gym::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: The XO brings up the rear and beams over to the Agamemnon

OPS_Anderson says:
@::sets his phaser rifle on a rotating frequency and on the highest possible kill level::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
ADM: Thank you Admiral ::Turns to wait for Comm. Biship::

XO_Sheridan says:
::materializes on the Agamemnon and looks around the room::

TO_Mistral says:
::searches for holodeck::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
Crewman: Contact the Commodore and energize on his mark.

OPS_Anderson says:
::instantly sees a Borg walking by him and fires::

FCO-Exeter says:
@::taps foot waiting for Timp to answer::

XO_Sheridan says:
::takes a look at the ship's layout on the wall display::

CMO_Tekla says:
::starts to work out::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
ADM: Have you spoken with him yet?

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: Commodore Biship materializes on the Transporter Pad, his uniform looks a little ragged but appears to be the best he has.

OPS_Anderson says:
::sees 3 Borg come out of the alcoves and head straight for him...Chris starts to get mad as he thinks about his family::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::looks up as he materializes::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
<Timp>: FCO: The Captain ordered everyone else to beam over to the Agamemnon for shore leave, you included.


FCO-Exeter says:
@Timp: Thanks, I'll keep that in mind if i want to go

OPS_Anderson says:
::Fires 3 shots at the Borg coming at him::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
<Biship>::Materializes and walks over to shake the Admirals Hand::

FCO-Exeter says:
@:heads for the transporter room after he gave the bridge to somebody else::

OPS_Anderson says:
::the first 2 Borg go down as the 3rd one adapted::

XO_Sheridan says:
::turns and sees Biship::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::steps forward to greet the Commodore also::

TO_Mistral says:
::changes his mind and heads to the 11 right::

CMO_Tekla says:
::Gets a good sweat going in the gym::

OPS_Anderson says:
::rotates to another frequency and fires::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
::glances over at the XO and smiles, he looks back at the Admiral and shakes his hand, he offers his hand to the CO next.::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Gets an eerie feeling as he shakes hands with Biship::

TO_Mistral says:
::enters 11 right::

FCO-Exeter says:
::enters the transporter room and walks up to padd, after fetching a 19th century uniform:: Crewman: Beam me over to the aggie

Host CO_Cerdan says:
Biship: Welcome aboard Commodore

XO_Sheridan says:
::stands by the computer display and watches the three men exchange pleasantries::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
<Biship> CO: Thank you, are you feeling better?

Host CO_Cerdan says:
Biship: Yes Commodore , very much so

TO_Mistral says:
::reviews PADD's that have alien tech info stored in them::

CMO_Tekla says:
::takes a break from the gym::

OPS_Anderson says:
::the Borg falls back as a piece of the ship flows right through him, killing him instantly::

OPS_Anderson says:
::Chris starts running shooting everywhere and at anything he can find, as long as it dies::

CMO_Tekla says:
::takes a cold shower::

TO_Mistral says:
::orders a black hole::

FCO-Exeter says:
::looks annoyed at the crewman:: Crewman: Energize

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
ACTION: The FCO is beamed over to the Agamemnon

FCO-Exeter says:
::walks off the padd and looks at the CO, Biship and the Admiral and get's more annoyed::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
Biship, CO: Gentlemen, this way to the briefing room.

TO_Mistral says:
::gulps down the blackhole::

OPS_Anderson says:
::after several minutes of shooting at anything that moves the Borg easily adapts and the rifle becomes useless, Chris pulls out his K-bar knife::

XO_Sheridan says:
::waits until the three men pass her::

XO_Sheridan says:
::whispers as the Captain passes:: CO: Do you need me sir?

CMO_Tekla says:
::Dries off and gets dressed into casual uniform::


FCO-Exeter says:
::walks next to the XO:: XO: Just wondering if I can change uniform, somewhere ma'am

CMO_Tekla says:
::mind turns to Serena:: Self: I wonder where she is now?

Host CO_Cerdan says:
XO: It's up to you Cmdr. but go ahead and take a break, I'll brief you later

XO_Sheridan says:
::looks over at John:: FCO: Check the display, they must have guest quarters close by.

XO_Sheridan says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO-Exeter says:
XO: Aye Ma'am ::walks over to a console and looks for guest quarters::

XO_Sheridan says:
::wonders where she should go::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Turns and joins the Admiral and Biship::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
<Biship>Admiral Jockey: This is a very impressive ship, The Aries over there is the largest class of ship in whats left of our fleet.

OPS_Anderson says:
::stabs a drone who is in her alcove:: Borg: This will teach you and your whole collective, killing my family and destroying peaceful cultures!!!!

TO_Mistral says:
::locates guest quarters and puts bag down and heads for holodeck OPS_Anderson is in::

XO_Sheridan says:
::decides to head to the observation lounge::

CMO_Tekla says:
Computer: Locate Commander Serena Sheridan

FCO-Exeter says:
::after leaving XO for the guest quarters heads for guest quarters to change uniform, after he changed uniform heads for holodeck after getting a few looks from passing crewmembers of the Agamemnon::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Reaches the briefing room:: Bishop: This should be it Commodore




Host VAdm_Jockey says:
Biship: Thank you Commodore ::stops next to the briefing room door and opens it allowing the Commodore and CO to enter, the Captains of the other vessels are already there.

XO_Sheridan says:
::enters the OL and takes a seat near the port window::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Nods as he walks in and finds an empty seat::

OPS_Anderson says:
::continues to stab more drones:: Borg: What can you do now? Nothing! I will kill your whole collective by my self if I have to just so the galaxy can rest in peace!!!

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Motions for Biship to have a seat::

CMO_Tekla says:
<computer> Commander Sheridan is in the observation lounge.....

XO_Sheridan says:
::sits and looks out at the flashes of lights as they twinkle in the blackness and sighs::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
::introduces Biship to the Captains and Biship greets them with a handshake, seems very friendly::

OPS_Anderson says:
::a Borg comes up from behind him and puts a hand on Chris's shoulder...a deadly mistake as Chris cuts it off::

XO_Sheridan says:
Self: I wonder what mother is doing right now?

CMO_Tekla says:
Self: its her birthday...... what would she like?

FCO-Exeter says:
::Exeter enters the holodeck, looking at the console:: Computer: start simulation Talavera 1812,Sharpe novels, the battle

OPS_Anderson says:
::then kills him looking for more drones or even the queen::

TO_Mistral says:
::arrives at holodeck:: Computer: Give me a Bat’leth

CMO_Tekla says:
::goes to nearest replicator::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
::Biship and Admiral Jockey have a seat at the table::

FCO-Exeter says:
::the computer replies, Exeter checks his sword and rifle which he replicated, then starts the battle::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
::motions for a yeoman to bring him a cup of tea:: Room: Anyone want anything?

CMO_Tekla says:
Replicator: One red rose............

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Shakes his head no as Yeoman looks around the room::

TO_Mistral says:
::takes Bat’leth and looks for drones::

OPS_Anderson says:
::The Borg start to surround him as each one is starting to take his cuts at him...he is quickly being put down as a threat::

TO_Mistral says:
::sees OPS and yells:: OPS: Need some help?

CMO_Tekla says:
Replicator: And one large box of dark and milk chocolates......

OPS_Anderson says:
::A particular Borg stabs him in the shoulder, as Chris cuts his arm off....He now has a Borg arm sticking out of him::

XO_Sheridan says:
::wishes that her father was here to spend her birthday with her::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
Room: As you know by now, Commodore Biship here is a native of this universe, His engineers are currently coordinating with the Nighthawks engineering staff to test the Transphase technology with our systems.

OPS_Anderson says:
::stabs another drone and looks at the TO:: TO: If you wish to join me you may!

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Listens intently::

CMO_Tekla says:
::picks up Rose and chocolates and heads to the observation lounge::

FCO-Exeter says:
:: Exeter quickly sees simmerson retreating, the regiment shivering for the coming French Troops, he quickly orders the men to from line while he and the detachment of riflemen head for lower ground to attack the French from the left and grab the French eagle::

TO_Mistral says:
::dashes into the fight and starts dismembering drones expertly::

XO_Sheridan says:
::begins to cry and she remembers her father's death::

CMO_Tekla says:
::Arrives at the doors to OL and pauses::

Host VAdm_Jockey says:
Room: I assume you all have reviewed the information we have gathered about the vessel the Nighthawk encountered.  Biship: What can you tell us about these aliens?

TO_Mistral says:
::one drone goes down, then another::

CMO_Tekla says:
::takes deep breath and enters room::

OPS_Anderson says:
::pulls the Borg arm out of his shoulder and blood comes from him he throws it at something::

TO_Mistral says:
Drones: yahhhhhhhh

CMO_Tekla says:
::sees Serena sitting by the window and notices she is crying::

TO_Mistral says:
::starts dismembering drones as they advance at him realizing he’s a threat::

XO_Sheridan says:
::places her head in her hands and cries::

Host Com_Biship says:
Computer: Dim lights and load image pack, Biship one and display on the monitor

TO_Mistral says:
::through a stroke of luck takes out three drones in one swipe::

OPS_Anderson says:
::stabs his entire arm through a Borg drone thinking about what they did to his family and gets even angrier::

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: Serena !!  what’s the matter  ::places the rose and chocolates to one side::





FCO-Exeter says:
::as cannons roars and the south essex fire into the French ,Exeter attacks with his 40 riflemen, surprising the French, Exete3r clobbering his heavy cavalry sword hacking his way to the Eagle-bearer and, by god there winning, his sergeant firing his volley gun killing many French, while his battalion moves in for the kill::

TO_Mistral says:
::grabs a drone by the head and snaps the neck then continues slashing with the Bat’leth::

OPS_Anderson says:
::Suddenly there are no more Borg around the him or the TO as he looks around:: TO: Let's get that Queen!!!

XO_Sheridan says:
::looks up quickly and wipes her eyes:: CMO: Oh Lanz, I didn't hear you come in.

TO_Mistral says:
::grins evily,then charges shouting Klingon curses and swipes at the queen::

XO_Sheridan says:
CMO: It's just a few old memories, I'm fine.

CMO_Tekla says:
::picks up rose and Chocolates::   XO: Happy birthday Serena........::gives the rose and chocolates to Serena::

OPS_Anderson says:
::follows the TO and sees numerous amount of Borg drones guarding the Queen::

XO_Sheridan says:
:her eyes widen:: CMO: Oh Lanz, how did you know?

Host Com_Biship says:
Room: Approximately 2 years ago, we first encountered the Grob when one of our scout ships was doing a routine survey of world approximately 2 parsecs from our border.  They were never heard from again.  Approximately 6 months later we detected a fleet approaching.  Over 500 Grob vessels entered our space and began a systematic eradication of our outlying colonies.

XO_Sheridan says:
::wipes another tear::

TO_Mistral says:
::but drones start falling rapidly::

FCO-Exeter says:
:: Exeter gets close and hacks his word at the sergeant carrying the eagle, Exeter then gets his hand at the eagles staff and takes it away beating the sergeant senseless with his swords blunt side::

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: its my job to know.......and to cheer you up....

OPS_Anderson says:
::attacks the first 5 drones that are closest to him::

XO_Sheridan says:
::takes the gifts and sniffs the rose:: CMO: This is so lovely of you. ::smiles::

Host Com_Biship says:
Room: They have been incredibly thorough, and we have had very little luck turning away their attacks.

TO_Mistral says:
::a very loud Klingon curse and the queen’s arm is gone then he helps OPS::

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: not at all.: smiles::

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: What did you have planned for today?

XO_Sheridan says:
::stands and gives Lanz a kiss on the cheek:: CMO: Thank you my friend, I thought everyone had forgotten.

Host Com_Biship says:
<Jockey>::nods gravely:: Biship:What can you tell us about the Grob themselves?

XO_Sheridan says:
CMO: No plans.

TO_Mistral says:
OPS: You take the queen out ill handle these drones

CMO_Tekla says:
::goes slightly red::  XO: its been a busy few weeks..........

TO_Mistral says:
::starts hacking at the drones::

FCO-Exeter says:
::Exeter grabs the eagle and looks at it, the wings is bend and his uniform is ragged he tries to get back to there lines, being protected by the rifles as the retreat from the retreating French::

OPS_Anderson says:
::finishes off the 3rd drone and hears the TO and nods at him::

XO_Sheridan says:
::opens the box of chocolates:: CMO: Here have one. The ones with the little swirls on the top are my favorite, try one. ::holds out the box::

CMO_Tekla says:
::takes a choc:: XO: Thank you....

Host Com_Biship says:
Room: From the Data we have uncovered, the Grob aren’t a biological species, or if they were, they have migrated fully over to sentient technology.

XO_Sheridan says:
::waits for his reaction:: CMO: Good?

CMO_Tekla says:
::tastes choc:: XO: Mmmm  lovely...........

OPS_Anderson says:
::runs toward the Queen and begins to attack her, with his seldom known talent of Kung Fu::

TO_Mistral says:
::finishes off last drone and a loud Klingon victory cry is heard::

Host Com_Biship says:
::Pauses to see if any of the Captains in the room have a question::

XO_Sheridan says:
::smiles  and bites into another sweet::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Compares biships report with data from his padd::

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: Serena how about dinner?

OPS_Anderson says:
::holds the knife out and stands into the Tiger claw style and begins to attack, but unfortunately the Queen also knows some kind of self-defense::

Host CO_Cerdan says:
::Glances up at the Commodore::

XO_Sheridan says:
::looks up at Lanz:: CMO: That would be lovely Lanz.

TO_Mistral says:
::turns and watches, bat'leth at side::

OPS_Anderson says:
::continues to attack the Queen getting a punch or kick in there but as is the Queen::

Host Com_Biship says:
::looks over at Cerdan:: CO:You have a question?

XO_Sheridan says:
CMO: Where and when Lanz?


CMO_Tekla says:
XO: How about my quarters in an hour........?

XO_Sheridan says:
CMO: Sounds perfect...

Host CO_Cerdan says:
Biship: We won't be much help against them until the new drive can be implemented

OPS_Anderson says:
::manages to get his knife into her as she reacts and stabs her...and pulls the knife out and stabs her again. Then deactivates the queen by snapping her neck::

FCO-Exeter says:
::Exeter carrying the eagle while the English cheer, the first time they captured a eagle, and this was the turn of the war, now the English where beating the french, finnally after three years::

XO_Sheridan says:
CMO: Lanz this it turning into a lovely birthday after all, thank you.

OPS_Anderson says:
::stands up and looks at his wounds and the Borg around him immediately begin to deactivate and looks at the TO::

Host Com_Biship says:
<VAdm_Jockey>Room: I would like to thank Captain Cerdan for allowing us to use the Nighthawk as a test bed for this new technology and Commodore Biship for aiding us in its implementation.

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: I'm glad you like it............::Smiles::

TO_Mistral says:
::roars a Klingon victory cry holding Bat’leth over head::

OPS_Anderson says:
Computer: Computer, deactivate holodeck program

FCO-Exeter says:
::Exeter grins looking at Harper using his sword as cane for the bayonet cut he got from a Frenchman::

TO_Mistral says:
::lowers arms::

CMO_Tekla says:
XO: I'll pick you up in an hour.............

XO_Sheridan says:
CMO: Well, see you in an hour then..


OPS_Anderson says:
::drops his knife as it vanishes and looks at the TO:: TO: Thank you for joining me, but...I...I have to go

CMO_Tekla says:
::Smiles again::  XO: I'll be ready........

FCO-Exeter says:
::Exeter smiles and ends the program seeing the eagle disappear w and his rifle, holding the sword in his hand as the blood disappears off it::

OPS_Anderson says:
TO: I have to get out of here

XO_Sheridan says:
::smiles and heads for the door::

TO_Mistral says:
::nods understandingly::

Host Com_Biship says:
<Jockey> Room: Now on to other Squadron Business... oh Commodore, you are welcome to use any of the Agamemnon’s facilities.  Thank you for your time.

OPS_Anderson says:
::walks out of the holodeck and begins to wonder aimlessly around the ship::

TO_Mistral says:
::heads to guest quarters and reads PADD's::

FCO-Exeter says:
::walks out of the holodeck smiling and relaxed after several weeks, he needed the training::

Host Com_Biship says:
::nods:: Admiral: Thank you for your time. ::leaves the room::

Host Com_Biship says:
=/\==/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\=

Host Com_Biship says:
Excellent job ALL

Host Com_Biship says:
To the OOC


